
Elmwood University Sex Scenes Help

Note:

This document is not meant to act as a
“walkthrough” and for the best Elmwood
experience you should not try to follow a
walkthrough. Instead, this is meant to act as a
help page for those who are unsure about how
to unlock a certain scene after trying and failing.



E1 - Chelsea’s Blowjob

This scene is quite straightforward to unlock. All
you need is for Chelsea’s love to be above zero.

➔Avoid calling the cheerleaders unattractive
➔Avoid saying her splits were just “ok”



E1 - Lydia’s Blowjob

Lydia’s blowjob scene is equally easy to unlock.
After Chelsea’s blowjob Lydia’s will
automatically become available.



E1 - Ella’s Blowjob

The only requirement of Ella’s blowjob is to have
completed Lydia’s blowjob - BUT if you came on
Lydia’s face without warning then the BJ
competition is disabled (Lydia really doesn’t like
facials without warning).

Additional notes:
➔In the first release of the game you may
have encountered a bug preventing this
scene. It has been fixed.



E1 - Sex with Selina

For Selina’s sex scene she has to stay at the
party and you have to make a move.

➔Make sure you select "Stay with them
(Selina's request)"
➔Make sure you select "I want Selina to stay"
➔Kiss her
➔Suggest going upstairs



E1 - Lydia in the hot tub

Lydia’s hot tub scene is trickier than most scenes and has 3
requirements:

● Lydia needs 9+ Lust before putting your arm around her
● Need 3 blowjobs from the cheerleaders
● Need to enter the hot tub naked

To get Lydia to 9 Lust you will need:
➔ Either Ripped or Nocturnal
➔ Compliment her outfit/suggest she wear underwear
➔ Hold her ass during splits
➔Warn her before cumming during her bj

Additional notes:
➔ In the first release of the game you may have

encountered a bug preventing this scene. It has been
fixed.

➔ This is meant to be a difficult scene to unlock and failing
to unlock this will not lock you out of anything in future)



E1 - Sex with Chelsea

For Chelsea’s sex scene she has to have more
than 5 Love and maximum Lust.

➔ Compliment Chelsea where you can and
avoid doing anything rude like cumming
without warning her
➔ Entering the hot tub naked or having Ripped
or Nocturnal will bring her to max Lust
thanks to her Party Animal trait.


